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Fast DNA/RNA diagnostics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Convenient, portable, and low-cost multiplex nucleic acid testing systems are the trends in the fields of food safety, clinical diagnostics and microbial monitoring.In recent years, the development and application of low-cost, short-duration, and easy-to-operate systems for multiple nucleic acid detection is gaining more and more attention.Methods vary from known fast methods as recombinase polymerase amplification, strand displacement amplification and Loop-mediated amplification. But also newer CRISPR-Cas based methods as DETECTR and SHERLOCK are gaining interest as well as on-site DNA or RNA nanoporesequencing. 



Features fast DNA/RNA diagnostics
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On-site  outside a sophisticated lab

Applicable by non-lab-trained employees

Clear read out of test signals

Easy processing and forwarding of results

Short reaction time and multiplexing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to have a true convenient, portable and easy-to-operate system a tool should meet certain requirements. But first of all, what is on-site, on-site can be best described as outside of a sophisticated laboratory. It can be in a factory, or during transport in a truck, a stable or even in the field.The tool should be applicable by non-lab trained personnel as inspectors from business and food inspection services or veterinarians.As inspectors or veterinarians must wait at the location the analysis time must be short and preferentially it must be possible to test multiple samples or targets simultaneously. A clear read out of the test signals as well as easy processing and forwarding of the results are requirements that must be met.



LAMP
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 Short reaction time (<30 minutes) 

 Sensitivity and specificity similar to lab-based methods 

 No temperature cycles = simple equipment

 Tolerance for inhibitors = crude extraction methods

LFD
microfluidics

Loop-mediated amplification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently, loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) has been widely used due to its high sensitivity, specificity, efficiency, and low requirements of professional equipment. LAMP has a short reaction time, less than 30 minutes and the sensitivity and specificity is comparable to lab-based methods as real-time PCR. As LAMP is an isothermal amplification method, so the protocol does not consist of temperature cycles simple equipment is sufficient. And the method is tolerant for inhibitors as salts or sugars in the samples, therefore crude extraction methods can be applied.   In the past decade, the performance of the LAMP methodology, when integrated with different systems, such as microfluidics, lateral flow stripe, and capillaries, has shown great potential for developing multiplex detection platforms.



mDC-LAMP array
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mini-Disk Capillary-LAMP Array
coin size

Li et al., Mini-Disk Capillary Array Coupling with LAMP for Visual Detection of Multiple Nucleic Acids 
using Genetically Modified Organism Analysis as an Example, J. Agric. Food Chem. 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we show a novel system for visual monitoring of multiple nucleic acids called mDC-LAMP array developed by our partners of the Shanghai Jiao Tong University.The system combines LAMP with capillary-based arrays with the size of a regular coin. The system is easy to operate and cost-effective. After a crude DNA or RNA extraction the sample is added to the LAMP reaction mixture which is that pipetted to the centre of the mDC-Array. After incubation at 60-65C for 30-40 minutes results can be detected by naked eye. 
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Applicability mDC-Array on-site

Crude DNA extraction Amplification @ 60-65°C

Detectionfilter separation

vehicle heating cup

hand-held UV flashlight

Zhang et al., 2013

KOH

coin size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mDC-LAMP arrays is suitable for on-site use.  After a fast, crude DNA or RNA extraction for example by an air-pressure filter or potassium hydroxide extraction, potassium hydroxide, the target plus LAMP reaction mixture is added to the mDC-array with can be incubated in a vehicle heating cup. After incubation the result can be read by the naked eye or using a hand-held UV flashlight for a more clear signal.



mDC-LAMP preparation
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mDC-LAMP array 
loading

1. mold kit assembly 2. capillary preparation 3. array production

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mDC-LAMP array is produced in three steps. In the first step, the precast PDMS support was produced by one mold kit, including a circle mold and an actinomorphic star mold which is designed to contain six or ten axes. In the second step, long capillaries are filled with a primer-fixing mixture containing the specific LAMP primer sets and a fixing solution and are finally cut into short capillaries. In the last step, the mDC-Array is assembled by six or ten prepared short capillaries and a precast PDMS support. After addition of a top coating the mDC-Arrays are ready for use. Loading of the array is very easy as you can see in this short movie.






Targets
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GMOs

Plant pathogens

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The performance and applicability of mDC-LAMP is evaluated employing GMO targets as well as plant pathogens as targets.Results shown are produced by our partners at the Shanghai Jiao Tong University.



mDC-LAMP for GMO: specificity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here the results are shown of 5 LAMP tests specific for elements commonly used in GMO detection. The specificity of the array was assessed using three GMOs to know MON863, MON89034 and DAS59122, a mixture of these GMOs a non-GM maize and a no target control sample. All of the results were in accordance with the expectations. For example, as can be seen in figure b,  positive signals were obtained from capillaries 1, 4 and 5, which correspond to the CaMV35S promoter and the nptII gene present in MON863 and the maize endogenous gene ADH1. Similar results can be seen in figure c and d for MON89034 and DAS59122 respectively. Figure e shows the results of all three GMOs, all related four transgenic elements and the maize endogenous gene show a positive signal, while for the non-GM maize only the endogenous test gives a signal, as expected. In the non target control no amplification is observed.



mDC-LAMP for GMO: sensitivity
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No. Target
1 P-CaMV35S
2 P-FMV35S
3 pat
4 NPT II
5 ADH1
6 none

MON89034

50
copies/well

25
copies/well

10
copies/well

5
copies/well

0
copies/well

LOD: 25 copies per capillary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The sensitivity of the mDC_LAMP assay was assessed using a dilution series of MON89034. Down to 25 copies per well can be detected for all three tests that should be positive for MON89034, CaMV35S, FMV35S and the maize gene. For CaMV35S and adh1 even lower copy numbers could still be detected.It was found that the LAMP primer design, optimization of the LAMP mixture, and the stability of amplification temperature were key factors. Therefore, the focus should be on the LAMP primer design, reaction optimization, and temperature control for achieving high sensitivity in mDC-LAMP arrays.



mDC-LAMP for plant pathogen: targets
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Tomato brown rugose fruit virus (ToBRFV)   plant virus hosting in tomato/peppers

Clavibacter michiganensis (Cmm) plant pathogenic actinomycete

Acidovorax citrulli (Aac) bacterium causing seedling blight and fruit blotch

Cyclooxygenase in tomato (cox) housekeeping gene tomato

No. Target
1 Aac
2 cmm
3 ToBRFV
4 cox
5 none
6 none

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For plant pathogen detection three pathogens were selected and a tomato housekeeping gene. The tomato brown rugose fruit virus is a virus hosting in tomato and peppers. Clavibacter michiganesis is an aerobic, non-sporulating Gram-positive pathogenic actinomycete and acidovorax citrulli is a Gram-negative, biotrophic bacterium that causes seedling blight and bacterial fruit blotch.



mDC-LAMP for plant pathogen: results
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No. Target
1 Aac
2 cmm
3 ToBRFV
4 cox
5 none
6 none tomato + Aac tomato + cmm tomato + ToBRFV

tomato + Aac
+ cmm
+ ToBRFV

Crude infected 
leaf extracts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results shown here are from crude extracts from infected tomato leaves. Again all results were in accordance with the expectations. In all cases the tomato housekeeping gene was detected together with the infectious agent. In the lowest figure all targets are detected, confirming the multiplexing capability already shown with the GMO array.It can also be concluded that the difference between a positive signal, for example in the bottom figure capillaries 1 through 4 and a negative signal in capillary 5 and 6, is less prominent compared to the GMO results. This confirms the importance of primer design and reaction optimization. 



mDC-LAMP@Wageningen Food Safety Research
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AllergensAnimal species
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